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News Note

Term 2, Week 8
15th June 2020

Educational, Caring, Family Focused
WE NEED YOUR HELP TO SUPPORT
GARDEN AND MOWING ROSTER

Thank you, Brooke and Andrew Stevenson for
caring for our gardens and chickens over the
weekend.
The garden is a vital part of our learning
environment. The garden maintenance is an
ongoing commitment to valuing the
importance of young children learning, and
education & care.

Thank you to all the families who
have volunteered for the 2020 Lawn
Mowing and Garden Roster. If you
can help, we would sincerely
appreciate your time.
Return to Term 2
Wk7: 13th/14th June –
W8: 20th/21st June – Sally and Sam Stockwell
Wk9: 27th/28th June Wk10: We may not need a volunteer this week due to the
colder weather.
Return to Term 3
Weekend before we return to T3: 18th/19th July–Min Hamilton
Wk1:
Wk2: 1st/2nd August - Peter Ingall

Thank you for being an active part of our
preschool community. To all the families who
volunteer for our lawn mowing and garden
roster.
time
is honestly
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Fundraiser Pie Drive

Orders Due: Friday 24th July 2020
Delivery: Friday 7th August 2020
Week 3, Term 3.
Order Forms sent home this week.
Thank you for your support.

The Benefits of Family Involvement: Last Friday we
had a visit from an Authorised Officer from the Early
Childhood Directorate MidNorth Region. The face to
face meeting on Friday was to ensure that our
service continue to support compliance and provide
quality education and care during the COVID-19
situation.
Service Support Checklist which outlines the information
required including.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A template of an Incident, injury, trauma, and illness record (R
87)
A template of a Medication Record (R 92)
A template of a child enrolment record– including authorisations
(R 160-162)
Staff details
Self-Assessment and Quality improvement Planning
Walk through service to observe practices and experiences
Discussion of COVID procedures and implementation had been
discussed by recent phone calls.

The Authorised Compliance Officer positively
commented on how calm and inviting our service
was. She loved the learning spaces created with
the environment and our learning curriculum
and practices.
A collective hard working thank you must go to
our educational team, our management
committee and to all families. Thank you for
being involved at all different levels of our
learning curriculum and our learning
environment. Together over the years we have
created a learning environment unique to our
community. A warm

‘Thank You’.

Developing foundational mathematical concepts with sequencing,
classifying, comparing, and counting using natural materials.

Lane, Natalie, Charlie and Hazel our four super stars of the role play
The Three Billy Goats Gruff in our preschool open-air theatre.

Setting the scene!

Who’s that crossing my bridge!
‘It’s me small Billy Goat Gruff’.

Who’s that crossing my bridge!
‘It’s me tiny Billy Goat Gruff’!

Who’s that crossing my bridge!
‘It’s me big Billy Goat Gruff’.
The Three Billy Goat Gruff
safely got to the other side
to eat the green, green
grass. The ugly troll is now
a friend of the Three Billy
Goats Gruff and they can
cross the bridge to get to
the other side at any time.
Thank you, Troll!

A special thank you to Jade our cinema
photographer. We loved watching
ourselves role play of a classic story.

Experiments are
a fun way to
promote
curiosity.
Questioning,
thinking, and
predicting skills
grows out of
the children’s
need to know.

How are Crystals created?

The Naked Egg Experiment.

Expressive smiles, and
intently observing tells
the story of sparking
young children’s
curiosity.

Look! The shell is dissolving.

Our Bird House has had a makeover!

Our Bird House make over is now being transformed into a Bug House!

Thank you for your creativity

Happy Birthday Phoebe!

This pocket heart has been lovingly hand-made by Bernie’s
‘Nettie’ (Nan) as part of 1000 Hearts, to share and celebrate
kindness.
Keep it close and give it a squeeze when you need a reminder of
love, hope, courage and comfort. Thank you Bernie.

In March the Liverpool Plains was
brightened by Sunflower Yellow, at Dougie’s
Dad and Uncle’s farm.
In April, cotton and sorghum begin to flower.
June & July is cotton harvest time. Many of
us are not familiar with where cotton comes
from - it is important to learn about what is
grown within our local community.
Thank you, Jill, for sharing.

The City of Sydney Iconic Symbols
In past newsletters, we have shared the importance of concrete symbols of one to
one correspondence with early mathematical skills. Learning to write our name and
writing of numbers are concrete symbols; this is why we use solid letters and
number and do not use dot to dot to support children to learn to write their name.
Children are learning the visual shapes of letters and numbers.
Mapping skills are also early mathematical skills. In early mapping skills, children are
beginning to understand the process of learning spatial and physical symbols.
Children begin to understand that concrete symbols represent an object or place in
the real world, but it depends on how recognisable the icon is to the child. So
Sydney was an excellent place to start. Sydney is familiar to some of us and not to
others. Some children may understand that concrete symbols represent an object or
place in the real world, but it depends on how recognisable the icon is to the child.
After watching a Play School episode that explored the icons of Sydney, like the
Harbour Bridge, Opera House, the boats and ferries on the harbour, the beach the
water and sand and the High Rise Buildings; and with a little help from Google, we
printed pictures of the Iconic symbols.
We first drew a map to help us understand where the iconic symbols are with
another. We then created a 3D model of the iconic symbol we drew on our map of
Sydney.
Our last touches to our three-dimensional structure we added ‘our place’—
Quirindi’s rural community.

Flying Kites is a fun way to enjoy the winter
sunshine and keep warm.

Free exploration of clay
with no set rules except
enjoying the sensory feel
allows children to explore
the natural product.

Manipulating, squishing,
squeezing, pulling,
pushing, rolling, and
flattening strengthens
our fine and large muscles.

